This clear and concise updated edition of Mosby's dental drug reference is a handy tool for both newly qualified and experienced members of the dental team and its compact size makes it easily transportable. Purchase includes access to a companion website that provides useful additions such as a full colour pill atlas and patient education hand outs.
A comprehensive section on oral medicine that outlines the aetiology, treatment rationale and prevention for each condition is ideal for quick reference to aid diagnosis, as is a well tabulated chapter on adverse drug reactions in relation to dentistry.
When searching for specific drugs, one is provided with information not only on dosage and side effects, as would be expected, but also the half-life, mechanism of action and pregnancy risk category. Importantly, dental considerations when prescribing each drug have been highlighted.
Unfortunately, while generic drug names are listed first, brand names provided are primarily for the US, Canadian and Australian markets and thus can occasionally differ from their UK counterparts.
While the British National Formulary remains an essential pharmaceutical reference guide due to its yearly revised editions and inclusion of the dental formulary, this guide acts as a valuable adjunct for providing treatment in dental practice.
S. VYAS

CONFERENCE REPORT
More than 1,300 dental professionals attended the British Orthodontic Society's (BOS') annual conference in September to hear about the latest research and best clinical practice in orthodontics.
Held at the International Conference Centre in Edinburgh during the referendum, this year's event had an extra buzz about it as all eyes were on the Scottish capital.
For the first time, attendees had an opportunity to interact with speakers, via an app on their smartphone. Professor Kevin O'Brien spoke about making sense of the latest orthodontic research and how it can be used to improve clinical practice. In an engaging and humorous lecture, he used the app to interact with the audience and gain their immediate feedback on his performance which was then broadcast live around the lecture theatre.
Other highlights included Professor Bill Proffit presenting new research on the use of temporary anchorage devices and how they can reduce the need for facial surgery.
There was also a full range of talks on the methods of treatment available for speeding up the efficiency of treatment and the evidence base for doing so. Small employer of the year DeNtal22 has been named as one of East Midland's best Apprenticeship Employers in the regional final of the National Apprenticeship Awards 2014. It was also announced as winner of the Small Employer of the Year. The practice has over 18,000 patients and counting; all dental nurses at DeNtal22 are trained or in training for the Diploma in Dental Nursing; and it is the only practice in Retford to be awarded Foundation Dentist status.
Dental practice of the year Dunmurry Dental Practice, Belfast has been named Dental Practice of the Year at the inaugural Business Eye Healthcare Awards. The awards recognise and reward best practice in the wider healthcare sector. The dental practice category had the most entries and was open to private, NHS and mixed practices.
HONOURS, AWARDS, APPOINTMENTS
Eastern Counties
The Eastern Counties Branch AGM will be held on Wednesday, 19 November 2014, at Ravenwood Hall, Rougham, IP30 9JA, following the Branch Council meeting. The Branch Council meeting will be 6 pm for 6.30 pm. All members are welcome to attend; confirmations and apologies to Malcolm Heath at mlheath@aol.com.
Central Counties
Central Counties Branch will be holding their AGM jointly with the BDA Hereford and Worcester Section on Monday 17 November at Sixways Stadium, Warriors Way, Worcester, WR3 8ZE. Registration and refreshments are from 6.45 pm, AGM at 7 pm followed by guest speaker, Mr Mick Armstrong, Chair of the BDA Principal Executive Committee. For further information, attendance or apologies contact Dr Anusha Patel, anusha1588@hotmail.com.
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